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This outstanding six-bedroom Victorian semi-detached house has been well
maintained throughout. Arranged over three floors and with a secluded
lawned garden it occupies a desirable position within a prime residential
street. This beautiful Victorian house is one of a pair of architecturally
distinctive houses built in 1892 when Dr Lettsom's an eminent physician and
philanthropist, grand 18th century estate, Grove Hill House was demolished
and these houses built on the land of his estate.

Grove Park, SE5 £2,150,000



Original features include fireplaces, high skirting, stripped floors and built-in
cupboards. There is a wide staircase with original wooden handrails and
banisters. The front facade was completely restored and repointed in the
last few years and has a very sunny aspect. There is a large and flexible cellar
under two ground floor rooms. Rear windows on the top of the house look
across London with views of St Paul's, the Shard and the eye etc. The front
garden is described as " One of the Groves true cottage gardens and
features some stunning plants. The rear garden is a peaceful oasis for
outdoor dining and entertaining and is well stocked with fruit trees and
flowers. Residents have access to Lettsom Gardens at a cost of £8 a year and
allotments can also be rented nearby. Local parks are Ruskin Park, Warwick
Gardens, Burgess Park as well as Peckham Rye and also Dulwich Park. The
current owner has lived here for 42 years and will stay close by to the area
due to strong community ties. The overground and Thames Link can both be
accessed from Denmark Hill stations.

Grove Park is one of the most sought-after streets in the area and is
perfectly placed for Bellenden Road offering an eclectic mix of cafes, bars
and restaurants. Peckham Rye and Denmark Hill Mainline Stations are close
by offering mainline links into the city.

•  Stunning Period Features •  Over 2500 Sq Ft •  Fitted Kitchen • 
•  Six Bedrooms •  Large Garden •  Quiet Location • 
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Energy Rating: D. We aim to make our particulars both accurate and reliable. However they are not
guaranteed; nor do they form part of an offer or contract. If you require clarification on any points
then please contact us, especially if you’re traveling some distance to view. Please note that
appliances and heating systems have not been tested and therefore no warranties can be given as to
their good working order.
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